Lighting Tips & Tricks

• Unpretentious with understated detailing, the Braiden collec-

• Urban Casual is a top decorative trend that features a

tion highlights an American Casual style, which is influenced

minimalist style with classic design influences and monochro-

by updated American country and Shaker styles. American

matic graphic elements for a subtle surprise. With unique

Casual is comfortable, warm, inviting and homey and

oval glass and white-on-white abstract floral pattern, the

blending traditional and casual transitional decors.

Chloe collection is a great example that highlights the Urban

• Use ENERGY STAR CFLs in the fixtures that are hard to
reach, such as ceiling fans, other ceiling fixtures and en-

Casual look.
• Mount Progress Lighting’s LED mini-pendants over a kitchen

closed outdoor fixtures. Because CFLs last longer, you will

island to make activities on the counter, such as chopping

enjoy the convenience of buying and changes bulbs less

chives or correcting homework, easier for you and your

frequently.

family members. Or add LED step lights around the island to

• Mix and match flexible, adjustable track heads and minipendants to showcase the items that make your home
unique. With a wide variety of glass colors and body styles,

keep loved ones from bumping into the area when tiptoeing
in the kitchen for a midnight snack.
• Global Fusion – as seen in the Brisas collection – show-

the Illuma-Flex track lighting system can enhance the ambi-

cases an eclectic, casual style, blending design elements

ance of any room.

from around the globe. Colors, fabrics, art, and objects

• Decorating your bath and vanity areas with lighting not only
can turn your precious downtime into a luxurious experience, but can also prepare you for the day ahead. You can
actually reduce the shadows on your face when you look in

are inspired by travels. This style also often mixes traditional
European and Asian design styles with elements from disappearing cultures.
• The Soft Modern style – as seen in the Westin line – high-

the mirror by mounting recessed downlights 24” to 36” on

lights clean lines, sculptural furnishings, art, neutral elements

centers between the face and the mirror.

and bold color to underlie the simplicity of line, shape and
form.

Lighting Tips & Tricks
• The Glamour trend can be seen in Progress Lighting’s Noir
collection. This style highlights restored urban dwelling
architectural elements that fuse well with Art Deco design
and Hollywood-inspired details that highlight a dramatic use
of contrast.
• Use wall sconces to illuminate hallways or to provide
general perimeter lighting. By incorporating ENERGY-STAR
qualified wall sconces into your lighting scheme, you can
and add a touch of decorative wall lighting while saving
energy in your home.
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